** Escaping the Matrix receives rave reviews: Irish-American author points the way to a new age for humanity **

*Escaping the Matrix: How We the People can change the world* presents worldview-altering insights and profoundly optimistic conclusions that will leave readers of every political persuasion with real hope that there are practical ways for ordinary people to work together to shift the course of humanity away from the precipice and create a new kind of democratic global society.

“A brilliant historical expose of democracy as a smokescreen for continuing elite rule, followed by the most sensible ways to create it nevertheless. Couldn't be more timely or important.” —Elisabet Sahtouris, author, *EarthDance: Living Systems in Evolution*

“Richard Moore’s *Escaping the Matrix* is one of the most exciting books of ideas I’ve read in many years. I couldn’t put it down until I’d finished. He goes to the root cause of the cancer that is destroying life on our planet today. He does so with a simplicity that is deceptive and an argumentation accessible to anyone of a right mind. His proposals for escaping the Matrix are equally simple and at the same time profound. This is a book that needs to be widely read and debated.” —F William Engdahl, author, *A Century of War*, Pluto Press.

“Richard is both a gifted writer and wise seer. In *Escaping the Matrix*, he helps us really take the red pill and examine the awful tragedy of our current world situation. More importantly, he then shows us an exciting path we can actually take to create a world that works for everyone.” —Jim Rough, author, *Society’s Breakthrough*

Following a career in the California software R&D industry, author Richard Moore moved to Ireland and applied his understanding of complex systems to the most challenging questions of our day: *Why does our global society work the way it does, and what can be done to shift its course?* His wide-ranging research and common-sense reasoning enabled him to bring a fresh perspective to these questions and led him to some very promising conclusions.

For review copies of *Escaping the Matrix* or to schedule an interview with the author, contact Chris Thorman. See the book’s website (http://escapingthematrix.org) for reviews, sample chapter, bibliography, and recorded interviews. **ISBN:** 0-9770983-0-3, $15.95 US, £9.25 UK, published by The Cyberjournal Project, San Carlos California, distributed by Lightning Source International, Ingram, & affiliates.